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Motivation

• Although assimilation of sea ice concentration in 
dynamical models is common place

• Assimilation of sea ice thickness (SIT) is not

• Several studies suggest that winter/spring SIT is 
important for summer prediction:

• Blanchard-Wrigglesworth and Bitz (2014); 
Holland et al. (2011); Kauker et al. (2009); 
Day et al. (2014)

• CryoSat-2 SIT available since October 2010



Motivating questions: 

• Main questions: 

• How will spring thickness initialisation impact GloSea
seasonal forecasts of Arctic summer sea ice cover?

• Is there a relationship between spring thickness 
errors and summer extent errors?

• Secondary questions:

• Is it worthwhile developing functionality to include 
thickness in NEMOVAR state vector?

• Is the model able to cope with the assimilation making 
thickness changes?

• Does the model successfully retain  the thickness 
information?



Met Office short-range to seasonal 

sea ice forecasting
FOAM -> GloSea



Met Office Global Seasonal 

Forecast System (GloSea) 

• NEMO ocean; CICE sea ice

• Initialised from FOAM analysis:

• SLA, SST, T/S profiles, sea 
ice conc (SSMIS)

• No Sea ice thickness (yet)

• Ensemble prediction system

• Monthly (60 days) & seasonal 
(210 days) forecasts 

• 1800 days simulated per day

[Blockley et al., 2014, 2015; MacLachlan et al., 2014]



GloSea initialisation:

Uncoupled data assimilation (DA)
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Sea ice thickness assimilation: 

proof of concept

• Including CryoSat-2 sea ice 
thickness within FOAM analysis

• Using full thickness estimates from 
CPOM@UCL

• QC of data

• Nudging SIT in CICE:

• Using monthly thickness data

• Similar to climatological relaxation

• Difference with grid-cell mean 
thickness (CICE’s “hi”)

• Increments applied using a 5-day 
relaxation timescale



Impact on FOAM reanalysis

• Modified thickness distribution:

• Thickening: North Atlantic sector & marginal seas

• Thinning: Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian Seas

• Overall increase in thickness (and hence volume)



Impact on seasonal forecasts
Coupled model runs

• GloSea re-forecasts: May -> September

• 3 start dates: 25-04, 01-05, 09-05

• 8 ensemble members each

• => lagged ensemble with 24 forecasts per 
year of September-mean from spring

• 5 years: 2011 – 2015

• Using prototype GC3 GloSea version 
(currently being tested)



2011, 2012

Sea ice edge improvements

Control ThkDAControl ThkDA

&                 2014, 2015



Arctic extent comparison

• General increase 
in extent

• => reduction in 
low bias

• Ensemble 
distribution each 
year significantly 
different at 1% 
level 

• except 2013!



Integrated Ice Edge Error (IIEE)
[Goessling et al., 2016]

• Integral of all areas 
where model and 
observations disagree 
on ice concentration 
being above or below 
15%

• Here the sum of red 
and blue areas



Integrated Ice Edge Error (IIEE)
[Goessling et al., 2016]

• General reduction 
in ice edge error

• 37% less for 
5-year total

• Each year 
ensemble 
distribution 
significantly 
different at 1% 
level

• except 2013!



Importance of sea ice initial 

conditions



Relationship between thickness 

and extent errors
2012: Example

• Clear alignment 
between:

• Spring ice thickness 
changes (shading) 

• September ice edge 
location errors 
(lines)



Additional questions: 

• What is the relative importance of fixing 
persistent thickness distribution vs. correct 
initialisation?

• Does the correct year matter?

• Or does the model’s thickness climatology?

• A further GloSea experiment was performed

• Using 2015 sea ice initial conditions for 
2011-2014

• [As above but also 2015 ocean]



Using 2015 as climatology

• CLIM-2015 run (green 
line) surprisingly level

• Ensemble large enough 
to remove atmosphere 
noise

• Initial ice volume controls 
final extent/cover

• Ocean less important

• CLIM-2015 not 
significantly different 
from THICK-DA



Summary & 

future plans



Summary

• Sea ice thickness DA is promising:

• Thickness changes are accepted and retained by the 
model 

• Potentially large impact on predictability

• Particularly the ice edge in the Atlantic sector



Summary
However….

• Sea ice thickness obs reveal persistent model 
bias:

• too thin Eurasian; too thick Beaufort

• Not able to say that correct initialisation will 
improve things compared to fixing thickness 
distribution bias

• Time series likely too short to distinguish

• Suggests fixing model thickness distribution 
likely higher order concern than SIT initialisation



Next steps

• Improving model thickness distribution by 
experimenting with:

• Rheology (EAP)

• Form-drag

• Ice strength? (Ungermann et al., 2017)

• Development of SIT within NEMOVAR 3D-Var 

• H2020 SEDNA project



2018 forecast
c/o Drew Peterson



2018 September SIE outlook
From early April:

• Total Arctic extent:

• 4.4 +/- 0.9 million sq km
• “Low” & “Somewhat uncertain”

• Shipping routes inferred from p-ice:

• NSR = "Low" (0.2<pice<0.5)
• NWP = "High" (0.6/0.7<pice<0.9)



2018 September SIE outlook
Update end April:

• Total Arctic extent:

• 4.1 million sq km
• “Low” & “Somewhat uncertain”

• Shipping routes inferred from p-ice:

• NSR = “High" (0.6<pice<0.8)
• NWP = "High" (0.6/0.7<pice<0.9)



Thank you for your attention
Questions and answers?



Extra slides…..



Wider impact 1
Differences

• Average difference for all 
ensemble members 2011-2015:

• Pressure (top-right):

• Reduction over Arctic Ocean

• Increase over Siberia

• T2m (bottom-right): 

• Reduction over Arctic Ocean 

Black contours/hatching where differences 
significant at 95% level



Wider impact 2
Biases

• Average error difference against 
ERA-I for all ensemble members 
for 2011-2015:

• Pressure (top-right):

• Improved over Arctic Ocean

• Degraded over midlatitudes

• Mostly not significant

• T2m (bottom-right): 

• Improved over Arctic Ocean 

Black contours/hatching where differences 
significant at 95% level



Control ThkDA

2013: The ‘black sheep’…

Some individual members



Seamless forecasting
Across a range of timescales

We are unique



Sea ice thickness measurements
CryoSat-2 vs SMOS

• CS2 for thick ice

• SMOS for thin ice

[Ricker et al., 2017]



Sea ice thickness assimilation: 

proof of concept

• Implementation of thickness IAU in CICE

• Increments applied every time step 
(as for other variables)

• Balancing with ice concentration: 
no thickness change if conc < 40%

• Increase to grid-cell-mean thickness

• Applied to all thickness categories:
with constant volume distribution ratio

• No change to any other quantities 
(i.e., temperature, snow thickness, 
ice fraction)



• Initialisation of (spring-
time) sea ice thickness
important for monthly-
seasonal forecast skill 

• Day et al. (2014) perfect 
model study with 
HadGEM1 perturbed 
ensemble

Potential importance of ice 

thickness initial conditions
[Day et al. 2014]

• Normal model initialisation

• SIT initialised with model 
climatology

• Dots show significant diffs



• However:

• Start times are Jan & Jul 
(not Apr/May) 

• More memory for 
volume than extent 

• Extent improvement 
seems dependent on 
start date

Potential importance of ice 

thickness initial conditions
[Day et al. 2014]

• Normal model initialisation

• SIT initialised with model 
climatology

• Dots show significant diffs



Impact on FOAM reanalysis

• Modified thickness distribution:

• Thickening: North Atlantic sector & marginal seas

• Thinning: Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian Seas

• Overall increase in thickness (and hence volume)



PIOMAS winter biases

• Black = PIOMAS

• Red = CryoSat

[Tilling et al., 2015]



CPOM thickness QC

• Require the following:

• thickness above 1m

• thickness below 7.0m (to avoid outliers)

• at least 10 altimeter points contributing 
towards the data point

• maximum standard deviation of 2m amongst 
contributing data points

• maximum COG distance 15km 

• as per CPOM suggestion (Andy Ridout)

• to avoid smearing at ice edge



Consistent biases in cloud cover
(against CALIPSO)

[c/o Keith Williams]


